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First Impressions was developed in 1991 by Andy Lewis, University of Wisconsin Extension Associate Professor,
and James Schneider, Grant County, Wisconsin Economic Development Director. Since then, the program has
been adapted by states across the US, as well as in Canada. The First Impressions program has been adapted by
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension to meet the current and future needs of New Hampshire
communities.
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Introduction
The look and feel of a downtown can influence the decisions of potential residents, visitors, and businesses. A
vibrant downtown serves as a gathering place, a place for people to dine, shop, and conduct business. New
Hampshire First Impressions is designed to help a community learn about their downtown’s existing assets and
opportunities for improvement as seen through the eyes of first time visitors. This is accomplished by matching two
communities to conduct “secret shopper” assessments in the other community and report their findings.
Possible outcomes include:


Improving the visual appearance of a downtown



Strengthening the marketing and promotion of a downtown



Enriching the climate of a downtown for new businesses, residents, and visitors

The First Impressions assessment consists of training meetings, a Pre-Visit Survey, a visit to the other community to
conduct the assessment, and a Post-Visit Survey. During the visit, team members are using the following
characteristics to conduct the assessment.
Business

Point of Interest

Community Art

Public Facilities

Displays &
Signage

Seating

Downtown
Entrance

Sidewalks,
Crosswalks &

Landscaping

Streets &
Transportation

Lighting

Waste &
Recycling

Parks

Throughout the report, these characteristics are identified as assets and opportunities. Assets are the strengths
in the downtown—where characteristics exist and are excellent and well-maintained. For example, a wellmaintained trail or a bench in a nice location would be considered assets. Opportunities are those characteristics
that exist or do not exist, where there is room for improvement. An example of an opportunity for improvement
might be lack of bike lanes, or a broken sidewalk.
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New Hampshire First Impressions
First Impressions Process:
The New Hampshire First Impressions program matches two NH communities who compile a team of community
volunteers to visit and assess each others community and then report their findings—a “community exchange”.
Tilton and Pittsfield began the process of forming diverse and representative First Impressions steering
committees in late spring, 2018. Steering Committee members met with UNH Cooperative Extension staff to
learn about the First Impressions process, what characteristics are important in a downtown, and how to conduct
a downtown assessment. Over the summer they completed a pre-assessment survey, an assessment visit to
their partner community, a post-assessment survey and debrief, and a joint community debrief. Data from these
efforts were compiled and analyzed by UNHCE staff in order to identify overarching themes in both assets and
opportunities and complete a final report. This report will be shared with the community of Tilton at a public
forum on September 27.
This discussion is an opportunity to connect new insight,
data and community participation to previously held
conversations and projects as you plan and move forward
with action. Some of the information from this report may
relate to past projects and we encourage you to bring
those ideas into this conversation where it is helpful as
well as to use this opportunity to consider new
opportunities and challenges for your community.

About Tilton
The Town of Tilton is located in the Central NH Lakes
Region, surrounded by numerous lakes and rivers, less
than an hour south of the White Mountains and two hours
north of the Boston Metro Region. As of the 2010 Census,
Tilton had a population of 3,567, showing a modest 2.6%
increase from ten years prior. Tilton is bordered by the
communities of Northfield, Franklin, Sanbornton, and
Belmont. Tilton is part of SAU 59, The Winnisquam
Regional School District, which serves the communities of
Tilton, Northfield, and Sanbornton.
Tilton operates with a Select Board/Town Meeting form of
government. The town includes both a business/retail
area as well as a historic downtown. The town is also the
location of the Tilton School, a private college preparatory
High School. Among the largest employers in Tilton are:
the JJill Distribution Center, Tanger Outlets, Walmart,
Home Depot, Lowes, AutoServ, The Winnisquam Regional
School District and The Tilton School.
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Tilton

Pre-Visit Survey
The Pre-Visit Survey was completed online by the visit team prior to conducting the visit. The survey collects
information about members’ demographics, such as age, gender, and town of residence; and requires team
members to conduct internet research on the community they will be visiting and reflect on the quality and
availability of information on webpages as well as social media. Finally, the survey requires team members to
reflect on any perceptions they may have about the community prior to their visit.

First Impressions Assessment Visit
During the First Impressions visit, members of the
visit team had access to two tools to conduct their
assessment; the use of a mobile application:
Collector for ArcGIS, and paper booklets. Collector
for ArcGIS is a free mobile application that allows
for data collection in the field. When a team
member uses Collector, they select a characteristic
from a list, fill out a description, observation, choose
whether the characteristic is an asset, asset/
opportunity or opportunity for improvement from a
drop down menu, and have the chance to
upload a photo or video. Once submitted, the
information is stored as a point on a map. In
addition to the mobile app, team members are able
to use a paper booklet to collect their data. The
booklet replicates the data collection process of the
app: Team members circle a characteristic from the
list, and then write the location, description,
observation, and select whether the characteristic
is an asset, asset/opportunity, or opportunity for
improvement.

Post-Visit Survey
Following the visit, the visit team members completed a Post-Visit online survey. This survey allows team
members to reflect on their visit and rate the downtown overall. Team members also reflect on their initial
perceptions and whether they would like to live, visit or open a business in the community.

Post-Visit Team Debrief
About two weeks after the visit to Tilton, the visit team held a debrief meeting in which visitors
reflected on the experience, shared their thoughts. This feedback provided additional context and background
information to the Assessment data and Pre- and Post-Visit Surveys.
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Key Findings
Asset
Assets are strengths in the downtown—where characteristics exist and are excellent and well-maintained.
The list below provides a summary of the findings and feedback from assessors.
Parks/River: These are a huge asset. They have great amenities like grills, pavilions, bathrooms, picnic tables,
and benches. They parks are scenic and well kept.
Downtown Layout: The layout made it easily walkable and accessible. Amenities were located close together
and it was easy to find and access shops and parks.
The Tilton School: This is a great asset adjacent to downtown with impressive landscaping and architecture. It
provides a potential partnership and downtown businesses with consumers.
Parking: There was parking both on and off street. Signs direct visitors to available parking when they enter
town and it was easy to find a spot. There was also accessible parking for individuals with disabilities.
Seating: There was a general sense that downtown Tilton had well thought out and planned amenities,
included seating. Seating was spread throughout downtown and parks, and was often a welcoming, comfortable,
and shaded place to sit while visiting.
Resources for Health and Wellness: Resources included the Community Resource Center, several businesses
around health/healing, and a yoga studio.
Pedestrian Friendly: This was both an asset and an opportunity. There were ample crosswalks and the
sidewalks were well kept, but there was mixed feedback about how comfortable people felt crossing the street
given the traffic.
Friendly People: Many friendly people willing to talk with visitors in the park and on the sidewalks.
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Key Findings
Opportunities
Opportunities are those characteristics that exist or do not exist, where there is room for improvement
The list below provides a summary of the findings and feedback from assessors.
River: While the river is an asset at the parks, the visit team saw opportunities to capitalize on this resource.
There is a bike path along the river that is overgrown and an opportunity to expand river access. There is also an
opportunity for more businesses directly along the riverfront that emphasize the river location/view.
Business Diversity: While there is some variety in downtown businesses; restaurants, ice cream shop,
downtown convenience store, and gas stations, there is an opportunity to increase variety to promote draw into
the downtown area. Members of the visit team noted a particular opportunity to target businesses that
complement the local parks and river.
Visual Appearance: While the visit team noted the natural and historic beauty found throughout the downtown
area, they also noted areas where there was room for improvement. Vacant storefronts and building facades that
need maintenance impact the overall feel of the downtown. The team identified an opportunity to target basic
maintenance such as painting and landscaping as well as the potential to “dress” empty buildings.
Traffic/Pedestrian Management: While the volume of traffic has the potential to be an asset by bringing in
visitors and customers for local businesses, right now, little of that traffic seems to be stopping in the downtown.
In addition, the speed and volume of traffic impacts pedestrian movement and comfort. Through slowing and
managing the flow of traffic in the downtown area, there is an opportunity to both improve the movement of
people through town in a comfortable way as well as promote Tilton as a place where visitors are motivated to
stop and spend time. Ideas included using flags or banners to catch drivers’ eye, creating a more prominent
downtown entrance, slowing cars down as they pass through so they see what is available, and creating a
consistent identity for the downtown.
Sense of Identify/Brand: None of the visit team members felt there was a strong sense of a brand or identity
that came through in their visit to Tilton. Many expressed that various aspects of the area felt “disconnected”
from each other. This included the connection between the parks, river and downtown businesses, the connection
to Northfield, and in particular the Tilton Arch and trails, as well as to the Tilton school. There is an opportunity to
work collaboratively to identify and promote a consistent identity. Members of the visit team identified several
assets that could be part of that “Brand” including the natural beauty of the parks and river, historic architecture
and statues, and sidewalk art.
Wayfinding/Signage: While the visit team noted that some signage downtown was clear, for example, it was
easy to find parking, they also noted that signage was inconsistent and it was not always clear what was available
in town or where to find it. Good wayfinding allows visitors to easily navigate a space and makes information
about available resources and options, events, and directions readily available. There is an opportunity to improve
wayfinding in Tilton through consistent imaging and signage to highlight key assets and draws to the community
and improve navigation for visitors.
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Before the Visit
Pre-Visit Survey
The visit team completed the Pre-Visit Survey prior to visiting Tilton. The survey provided an opportunity to
research Tilton on the internet and social media and describe their perceptions. The results of the survey are as
follows:

Number of times team members have visited Tilton, NH prior to First Impressions
Only one member of the visit team indicated they had never been to Tilton. Two had been a couple of times
and 8 indicated they had been more than 10 times. While members indicated they had been to Tilton, most
indicated that they had never been to the downtown area and had generally “passed through” .

General Impression
Team members were asked to record their impression of Tilton before completing any research. The following are
their responses:


A once extremely productive and wealthy mill community now turned to retail and chains of stores to the detriment of the downtown area. Home of the Tilton School that is at once a part of and disconnected from the
community. Home also of the NH Veterans Home.



Outlet malls and chain restaurants



It is a smaller town and is known for the Tanger Outlets



A pleasant town with many outlets. Attracts a lot of visitors to the White Mountains area. Worth the visit.



It has a pretty large outlet mall, a grocery store, Walmart and Hobby Lobby close to Rt 93. There is also a dinner theater in the downtown area.



The park, Tilton School campus and renovated mill building with shops look nice, but other parts of town can
look rough.



Tilton has been a town that you traveled through to get somewhere else. I have a friend that lives in Tilton and
I had attended their Old Home Day in the Past.



Tilton Diner, outlets, good for a quick bite and some outlet shopping.



I know nothing about the downtown. I know that there is an outlet mall outside of town. My Subaru dealer is
located on the outskirts of Tilton.



Place to shop big box stores. Downtown has lots of traffic.

Internet Research
Team members were asked to use a search engine to search for “Tilton, NH” in order to record what websites are
at the top of each search. Each team member recorded the first three websites. The websites most frequently recorded were: Town of Tilton website, TripAdvisor, and Wikipedia. This information may provide Tilton a brief insight
into the effectiveness of their online materials and marketing. Six members indicated they were relatively easily
able to find a sufficient general information about Tilton to support their pre-visit planning. While four people indicated they were not able to easily find useful information about Tilton.
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Pre-Visit Survey Results
Desire to Visit
Team members were asked if they would want to visit Tilton with family or friends, and to share why or why not.
Comments included:
Yes


Yes, possibly for a town event or to book a hotel there and visit the surrounding areas.



Yes. Several places to stay. An assortment of restaurants. Near White Mountains area.



I would want to visit it to do some shopping.



Yes, but more because of personal experience/word of mouth.



Yes. It seems like a pleasant little town.



The arch was listed on Trip Advisor as were the outlets, both are things I may do on a day trip.

Maybe
 If we are passing through we stop, but it is not generally a destination
No


Web information very ordinary and useful mostly for someone looking for very specific reasons to visit Tilton.
Not of general interest or appeal.



No, the information I found did not tell me much about what I would find in town. I know there is a lot of history there.



No reason to.

Welcoming
Team members were also asked if Tilton seemed welcoming to people to visit, live or open a business based on
their online review. All members indicated yes. Comments included:


Seems to be. Difficult to discern.



Not sure



Yes, Has a good amount of hotels, official website shows job opportunities, seems open to businesses.



I am not sure if the website is useful for visiting but the other sites were very convincing.



On Facebook the Police Department posted information about a new restaurant opening and inviting the
public to visit and eat there. They are also looking for sponsors for Movie Night in the Park. I might want to
go to check out the movies they will be showing.



The website for the town is very positive and upbeat, easy to navigate and contact information is clear. In
that regard it welcomes interaction, which is a very important first step in welcoming new business or people to the town. For the more casual visitor, I think an active Facebook page by the town would be beneficial



No if we are talking the downtown. There was not much information as to why I should go to Tilton, why
would I want to live their or open a business. It would be hard to find a reason to move there.



As far as the outlets and big box stores, it offers a lot of choice for a short drive.



Based on their town website, they seem proud of their town. They have been quite successful in attracting
business due to their location along routes 3 and 93.



Have not seen anything that welcomes people to Tilton.
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About the Visit: Team Visit of Tilton
The visit team consisted of eleven volunteer assessors. The team visited Tilton on July 28, 2018. The weather was
pleasant. The team arrived mid morning, spent time exploring, shopping, and eating in downtown Tilton, and
departed mid afternoon.

Pre-Visit Training
Prior to the assessment date, participating volunteers met with two UNH Cooperative Extension staff, for training
on conducting a First Impressions assessment. The volunteers learned about what makes a community vibrant,
and reviewed the downtown characteristics that comprise a First Impressions assessment. The volunteers were
also instructed on how to complete the assessment using the mobile application and/or the paper booklet.

The Assessment Area
The Steering Committee defined the First Impressions assessment area as shown on the map below.

Town of Tilton First Impressions Study Area

Findings
The following narrative is representative of data collected through Collector for ArcGIS during the visit,
comments from the Post-Visit online survey, and comments during a debrief meeting with the visit team. All nine
team members utilized the mobile application Collector for ArcGIS.
The data is organized by the downtown characteristics team members identified, and the comments have been
coded as assets and opportunities. Assets are the strengths in the downtown—where characteristics exist and
are excellent and well-maintained. For example, a well-maintained trail or a bench in a nice location would be
considered assets. Opportunities are those characteristics that exist or do not exist, where there is room for
improvement. An example of an opportunity for improvement might be lack of bike lanes, or a broken sidewalk.
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Acknowledgements
Businesses
Assets
The visit team reported that there were a number of businesses that they really enjoyed. Many downtown businesses building have great architecture and reminded reviewers of a historic downtown.
Comments included:


Country hardware store brings charm to the town



It's a big asset to have convenience stores, gas, and
food right in the downtown.



I like that local medical care is available right downtown.



Easy access to ATM



Every town should have an ice cream shop



Family Resource Center: Multi-faceted help for a
cross-section of the community



Welcoming painting on windows and sidewalk



Several businesses in old mill building



Charming old hardware store reminds me of older
times
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Acknowledgements
Businesses
Opportunities
The visit team noted the opportunity to update facades and improve the appearance of some downtown businesses. They also noted an opportunity to find creative ways to fill some of the vacant buildings, better highlight
the waterfront and diversify the business options. The high flow of traffic through town was noted as an asset,
but the team felt there is an opportunity to slow traffic and communicate what is available downtown.
Comments included:


The facades look aged.



Surprising how many of the same type of business
are within a small area of downtown.



Riverfront buildings could be more of a feature
attraction.



Could use a restaurant on the river.



Building and porch is great, but needs paint scraping and fresh coat of paint to really stand out



Vacant building as you enter town



The facades could benefit from new paint.



Would be great to have windows dressed if not occupied.
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Community Art
Assets & Opportunities
While the visit team did not note an abundance of community art, they did highlight the window and sidewalk
art at a few businesses and felt this was fun and attention grabbing. They also noted statues in the downtown
area as well as the summer concert series and Tilton School theatre. They felt there was an opportunity to
expand sidewalk art to more businesses to create more atmosphere and highlight statues.
Assets Comments Included:

Opportunities Comments included:



The window and sidewalk art grabs people’s attention.



Create an artwalk with all of the statuary, list
on roadtrippers app.



Fun and great art





Statuary around town

Partner with the Tilton school to expand theatre use



Painted sidewalk





Expand sidewalk/window art to more downtown businesses

Theatre



Concerts at the bandstand
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Displays & Signage
Assets

Opportunities

The visit team found a mix of signage around town
that was informative, in convenient locations, and
attractive. It was relatively easy to find information
about where to park, public information, and historical
markers. Comments included:

There is an opportunity to improve wayfinding (i.e.
signage) by ensuring that signs are clearly visible and
notices are kept up to date. Comments included:



Downtown business signs are welcoming to



Notices not updated



Too much information on one pole. What is most

necessary?

visitors and customers. They are vibrant.


Parking lot sign was easily visible



Good park signage



Town notice board is convenient
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Sign is overgrown, hard to see

Acknowledgements
Downtown
Entrances
Assets & Opportunities
The visit team did not provide significant input on Tilton's downtown entrance. They may have passed over this
characteristic because they didn't see a clear downtown beginning or signage. None of the team noted the
Welcome sign coming from the east possibly because of its distance from the visible downtown area. Two
reviewers identified the statue on the river with “Tilton” underneath as the perceived downtown entrance from
the east. One reviewer thought the entrance to downtown from the west (Northfield) was inviting but
somewhat overgrown. There is an opportunity to better define the beginning of the downtown, which may help
with slowing down traffic and encouraging people to stop and visit downtown businesses and attractions.
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Acknowledgements
Landscaping
Assets

Opportunities

The visit team saw the planters and trees on the
sidewalk as an asset for downtown Tilton. One
reviewer commented that it “looks like people care.”.
Comments included:

The visit team noted areas where landscaping was not
as well maintained as well as an opportunity for
landscaping that would improve views of the river and
other notable landmarks such as the Tilton arch in
Northfield. Comments included:



Trees on sidewalks provide some separation from
pedestrians and traffic and add a nice look to the
downtown.



Planting bed adds color and is ascetically pleasing



Planters along Main Street



Stone Wall



Beautiful landscaping at Tilton School



Flower bed and painted fire hydrant small details



River view could be great if trimmed/cut back



Stone wall is overgrown and not clearly visible.



Used to be able to see Tilton arch from the library.
Concealed by trees now



make a good impression
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Planting bed needs maintenance.

Acknowledgements
Lighting
Assets & Opportunities
Given the time of day of the visit (10am to 2pm), the visit team did not take significant note of lighting. One
reviewer noted the lighting at riverside park as an asset.
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Acknowledgements
Parks
Assets
The visit team identified parks as one of Tilton's greatest assets. Reviewers thought that Tilton's parks were
scenic and attractive, mostly well maintained, and had incredible amenities. Reviewers were impressed with the
grills, picnic tables, summer concerts, and that space could be rented for events via an online form.

Comments included:


Getting everything right here! good signage, doggie bags,
benches, concerts, fire pit, trash receptacles, shade, sun,
river, gorgeous!



Beautiful. Has benches, play ground, picnic tables, trees.
Well thought out.



Gorgeous area! Very clean, plenty or trash cans.



playground, grills, pavilion, public restroom (much appreciated!) gorgeous green spaces



Tilton island park is nice, shaded area
with a bandstand and views of the river.
Well signed.



Lovely park by the river. Anybody can
rent the space for a birthday party or
function. Really great asset for the community.
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Acknowledgements
Parks
Opportunity
While the parks were viewed as a tremendous asset, the visit team did note that the parks appeared
underutilized by residents. It wasn't clear whether that was the norm of just had to do with the day the visit
occurred. They felt there were opportunities to increase usage through improved signage and walkways better
connecting the parks to the downtown area as well as hosting and promoting additional events at the parks.
They also noted that while the large parks at either end of town were very well maintained, the smaller parks
were somewhat overgrown and in need of maintenance.

Comments included:


Litter free, manicured, peaceful area, but missed opportunity with no clear signage for the Riverfront Park
from the street in your car. This is a gem hidden away.
When I was visiting, no one was there.



Small park with sitting area was hard to see, overgrown.



Park and walking trails at conservation area could be
better signed and maintained. Trails were closed.



Walking from downtown to riverfront park was a challenge with traffic.
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Acknowledgements
Points
of Interest
Asset
The visit team identified several Points of Interest including the Tilton School, with its architecture, open spaces,
and amenities located so close to downtown, the visual appeal of many local monuments and statues, and the
history and access to the Tilton Arch across the river in Northfield. Comments included:


Tilton School-Beautiful architecture, amazing area to
walk, athletic fields



Arch—short walk from downtown, great little park.



Statues and historical monuments catch your eye

Opportunity
The visit team was curious about the relationship between the town and the private school and use of the
schools numerous resources including fields and theater located so close to downtown. They also noted that
students were great potential customers for downtown Tilton’s amenities, restaurants, and shops. They felt
there was an opportunity to better connect the downtown with the school and across the river to Northfield
trails and arch with better signage as well as further highlight statues and monuments. Comments included:


Its a beautiful Saturday, campus is silent. is there interaction between town and great facilities on campus?



Path to the arch is not well marked



Arch is a real asset, connection could be improved and promoted more



The statue in the middle of the street catches your eye but you can’t access the rotary on foot to read it.
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Acknowledgements
Public
Facilities
Assets
The visit team noted the location and visual appeal of the town hall as assets as well as the proximity of the
police department close to downtown. They also appreciated the presence of public bathrooms at the parks and
noted that there was a communication tower present that blended well into the landscape.
Comments included:


Town hall is visible and looks nice



Police Dept. is easily identified



Public bathrooms are great for visitors and locals.



Com tower, well hidden antenna support for local media/comm support.

Opportunities
There were no opportunities identified by the visit team regarding Public Facilities.
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Acknowledgements
Seating
Assets
The visit team noted many benches, picnic tables, and other seating options throughout the downtown as a
significant asset. Seating was seen as readily available, visually appealing, and appeared well maintained.
Comments included:


Benches are inviting and help to provide a feeling that people are welcome to spend time downtown.



Many benches along sidewalks



Benches placed every half a
block



Small area with bench is nice.



Parks with picnic tables and grills



Pavilion with seating

Opportunities


The visit team did not identify any areas for improvement in seating.
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Sidewalks,
Crosswalks, & Trails
Assets
The visit team viewed sidewalks overall as as an asset. They were easily walkable and generally well cared for. A
number of reviewers saw the sidewalk art in front of some businesses as an asset. Crosswalks were generally in
good condition and well marked. They also noted the presence of bike and walking trails close to downtown.
Comments included:


Sidewalk is easily walkable



Painted crosswalk



Painted sidewalk is welcoming

Opportunities
The visit team noted an opportunity to add some additional crosswalks to make crossing the street safer, particularly at key points like Riverfront Park. There is significant traffic through downtown Tilton and some reviewers
did not feel safe crossing the street. An opportunity was identified to slow down traffic with signs or other methods. Some areas needing maintenance were also noted. While trails were present, the visit team noted that
there was potential to expand the trail network and use through improved signage and maintenance.
Comments included:


Riverfront Park: no place to cross if coming from Winter St.



Busy road with businesses, no close crosswalk



Old rail system could be possible bike or trail system



Conservation area trail closed
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Acknowledgements
Streets
& Transportation
Assets
The visit team thought that there was ample parking and it was relatively easy to find and well-signed. There was
a good mix of on-street parking and parking lots adjacent to the Main St. The large volume of traffic coming
through downtown was viewed as an asset in that it provided potential customers for businesses.
Comments included:


There is a good amount of free parking.



Lots of traffic through town to capture for businesses.



Separate parking clearly marked. seems adequate for space



Lots of handicap parking



Speed bump to control traffic in nice quiet neighborhood.

Opportunities
While the volume of traffic was viewed as a potential asset for downtown businesses, the visit team noted that
the majority of people don't appear to stop. There's an opportunity to draw the traffic into downtown and slow
them down. One reviewer found the rotary intersection dangerous and confusing to navigate.
Comments included:


Intersection seems tough to navigate and doesn’t seem safe.
In a short few minutes time, multiple times where cars were
honking to warn others in the intersection.



Heavy through traffic. Inconvenience for pedestrians.
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Acknowledgements
Waste
& Recycling
Assets
The visit team noticed many trash cans and recycling bins placed conveniently throughout downtown and in
parks. They liked that there were dog waste receptacles and bags provided at parks as well.

Comments included:


Plenty of trash cans, even at edge of Main
Street/downtown



Noticed many trash cans including recycling.



Dog waste receptacle very convenient.

Opportunities
The only opportunity noted by the visit team was that
while there were pet waste receptacles located in the
parks, there were no bags in them at the time of the
visit.
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After the Visit
Post-Visit Survey
The visit team completed a Post-Visit Survey following the assessment in Tilton. This survey gave the team the
chance to reflect on the visit and give the downtown an overall rating. Additional questions asked the visitors to
comment on their interest in returning to Tilton recommendations to friends, and whether or not they would live
there. The responses of the survey follow:

Five-Minute Impression
The initial impression can greatly influence visitors’ overarching opinions of a location. Below are some of the
five-minute observations of the team:







I liked it. It was colorful, lots of interesting shops and people.
I drove through Main Street and found parking off of School St. I decided to walk up School Street and found
the Tilton High School. Wow. It was a sunny day and the view from the school to downtown was very
impressive. My first impression was very favorable.
I like the concentrated downtown that is easily walkable. There is a lot of potential here. The parks are
beautiful.
Similar to Pittsfield in the condition of the buildings (older, attempts to maintain but not very successful).
While I did see empty store fronts, I thought it looked vibrant, it was busy and the sidewalks had folks
moving with a purpose either going to the hardware store (really cool) the inn or the diner. The sign
welcoming folks to town was attractive an did it's job. The people we encountered were for the most part
friendly and would acknowledge you. I liked it.

Businesses
Comments were collected on the quality and availability of Businesses:


The inn, and various restaurants downtown were great. I did not see a gym. The bike trail was well marked.
Retail and professional services were present but not abundant.



I thought there was adequate places to eat, we went into the in an the restaurant and pub were nice and inviting, there seemed to be people staying there and they were coming and going. The staff was very helpful
and explained the hotel to us.

Infrastructure
Comments were collected on the quality and availability of Infrastructure:


I think more sidewalks would be better. Poles had too much signage and looked cluttered and took time to
decipher all.



Crosswalks were not always placed in the most opportunistic places. I did like that the sidewalks allowed for
pedestrian traffic the entire length of downtown.



I thought overall infrastructure was good. I loved the notice kiosks that were located in various places.



The actual main downtown stretch didn't seem to fit with what surrounded it. With beautiful parks and school
campus, the downtown ended up looking less cared for than it actually was.
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Community Amenities
Comments were collected on the quality and availability of Community Amenities:


The parks were great, public restroom open and clean! The free use of the pavilion is a great idea. Did not
see recycle bins. Saw some sidewalk art but no other public current art. Statuary around adds to the town



I loved all of the little and no so little parks maybe a couple of directories around would be helpful to find
stores, and parks. The parks were very well cared for and inviting but you would not know they are there.



The painting on the sidewalks is a nice touch, they could use a touch up but I liked it. Public rest rooms are
cool, paper products were not avail, but that is a problem with public restrooms every where.



Benches are everywhere and were most inviting.

Recreation
Comments were collected on the quality and availability of Recreation:


Why is Salmon trail closed? It looked like it could be a great trail.



Parks are top notch



Strength of the downtown area, but appeared to be very underutilized the day we were there.



The parks were all well kept and well thought out. The little park by the lights could use some pruning and a
crosswalk up by the river front park would be helpful.

Identifiable Community Brand
Comments were collected on whether members of the visit team could identify a community brand for Tilton.
The majority of the team did not identify a community brand. They did identify the potential to build a brand
around some of the key assets of the community; the natural resources of the parks and river, historic architecture, statues, and sidewalk art.

Unique Attractions
Members of the visit team were asked to identify a restaurant, specialty shop, or attraction that would
bring them back to Tilton.


The park was great! I would rent that space. Liked the hardware store. Paulie's was a great lunch spot.



Pauli's Bakery, Tilton's Pizza, Riverfront Park, Tilton Inn



Gift shops, clothing shops, book store or children's used clothing shop



Other restaurant options. It feels as though downtown could benefit from artisan offerings and craftsmen spaces.



The inn would be my choice for a meal and Pauli's for breakfast for sure.
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Living, Working in & Visiting Tilton
The Post-Visit survey asked team members to consider whether or not they would consider living, opening a
business in or visiting Tilton
Would you consider living in Tilton?
Yes


Maybe a good place to retire. Enjoy the parks and walks. Enough to do in town to keep you busy.



Perhaps not on busy Main St, but within walking distance.

No


Too much traffic.



I prefer more space between my neighbors.

Would you consider opening a business in Tilton?
Yes


A retail or professional business would compliment the other businesses in town. Good synergy



A bakery coffee shop with easy access should be a hit.

No


While traffic was flowing and parking spaces full, I couldn't see many people out and about.



Most of the traffic was just passing through, not stopping.

Tilton Would you consider visiting downtown Tilton with family or friends?
All members of the visit team answered yes.


nice parks, enough shops to make it worth the trip and a good lunch.



Could be a good stopping point for lunch or dinner when on vacation.



There are some decent food establishments



Mainly for the parks, concert, and trails (when open).



yes, food

Was there anything missing from Tilton’s downtown?


Bright yellow signs saying you must stop for pedestrians in crosswalks.



People. Where we're all the people for the parked cars?



Hard to put a finger on it. It certainly shows that you can have all the pieces, but if it isn't marketed in a way
to reduce "drive through," and increase a need to "pause," it can be very difficult for businesses to continue.



Better signage a Directory. A bakery and I know it is tough with major stores up the road.
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Change in Perception
The visit team was asked to reflect on whether their pre-visit impressions fit the impression they got during their
visit to the Tilton downtown. Some of their comments were:


I only thought of the outlets.



I didn't have any impression. I have only passed through and never stopped. Not obvious when driving
through that you should stop.



Thought of it as an old Mill town, definitely saw that



I was unaware of the parks, they are difficult to see when passing through.



No I thought it was a place just to pass through, it is not and needs to promote itself as such.

Outstanding Feature
The survey asked about the most outstanding feature of Tilton. Some of their comments were:


Loved the painted entrances to the shops, and the benches.



Parks, ease of walking through the downtown, good signage when walking and traffic was very courteous
to pedestrians.



The statues! Get those listed on Road trippers, Roadside America, something



Riverfront Park and Tilton School campus



The life on the streets and the parking was full, (people were going somewhere) the benches were inviting.

Top Assets

Opportunities for Improvement

The visit team was asked to list three positive things
they noticed in Tilton.

The visit team was asked to identify opportunities for improvement in Tilton.
























The benches are very inviting
the bright colors and street art gave it a hip
edge.
shop windows were taken care of in most cases.
Parks
Pleasant layout
Easy to get around
Color
Sidewalk art
Good eateries
You can see an effort.
The paint on the sidewalks was interesting.
Recreational spaces are amazing.
the kiosks, the welcome sign on the entrance
The benches
The parks
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Call attention to the park. I never knew it was there.
I would come to use the salmon bike trail if it was open.
More painted entrances to the shops.
Take advantage of the waterway with paths and views.
Nice restaurant/pub in the Riverfront Place to take advantage of parking and view.
All the beautiful parks and walking areas not being
used!
Empty storefronts
Painting buildings
Clean up, simplify signage
Space for more "unique boutique" stores.
Potential for slowing traffic through downtown.
Community connection with school could be very beneficial.
Bakery
Directories
A better path to the arch, may not be in town but a
great attraction lost.

In addition to their work on the First Impressions assessment, the Steering Committee sought feedback
and ideas from Tilton residents through a display at Old Home Day. The results of that early engagement are shared below as additional data and feedback for the community planning process.

Community Engagement- Station at Old Home Day,
June 30, 2018
(listed in the order received)
Passerby were asked to answer the question, “What would you like to see more/less of in downtown.”
Follow-up: “please give your general impressions of downtown.”






















Transportation to downtown desired
New businesses desired
One-side of the street is much nicer than the other
Scaffolding (behind Pauli’s) should come down
More community benefit events needed
New businesses needed
Take fencing down where movie theatre was
Take smoke shops out
Fewer beauty/nail shops
More flowers in downtown
Get rid of smoke shops
More stuff for teens
Would like a bookstore
Less hair/nails
More eateries would be great
Better parking
Help businesses stay
Would like a “bookery” (coffee/books & board games)
Culture/community desired
Arts & sculpture desired
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For more information, contact:
Sue Cagle
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension
Community & Economic Development Field Specialist
64 Court Street
Laconia, New Hampshire 03246
(603) 527-5475
sue.cagle@unh.edu

Jared Reynolds
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension
Community & Economic Development Field Specialist
315 Daniel Webster Highway
Boscawen, New Hampshire 03303
(603) 796-2151
Jared.reynolds@unh.edu
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